TEACUP YORKIES….

Not one day goes by but I get an enquiry for a teacup.
Most people just see this dog as something that is CUTE,
something that will not eat much, does not need too much
space. A pup they can take all over the show when they
feel like it and can be left home alone as well.
So many people want to surprise their Mom, Wife, child
with a teacup.
What exactly is a teacup size pup and is it a wise decision
to buy one as a gift for someone, who may very well not
know how to handle a tiny dog or possibly not even want
one?

Over many years I have come to realize that there are
VERY few people suited to owning this size dog.
It is also interesting to see who wants to own these size
dogs as well.
A few factors about a genuine teacup dog. This is my own
personal opinion, does not reflect on other breeders
opinions etc. I can discuss what happens here with my
own dogs, NO idea how other people breed, sell and no
desire to know either.

When someone comes to me wanting a teacup dog I will
just not say great and take down their details and so forth.
We have had as many as 400 on a list waiting for a teacup
size pup but this was many moons ago. What I do find is
that the majority of people who say put me down on your
list maybe 98% are a waste of time and the odd 2% that
are the genuine buyers, get lost in the crowd.
As a result we stopped taking names and numbers
YEARS ago. We have been operating with a waiting list
for quite a few years now.
We feel if someone is suited to this size dog, really wants
this size dog, has the lifestyle to own this size dog, then
they will be prepared to wait till we have one for them and
when they are next on our waiting list.
This size dog is rare. When I say rare – we never have
them by the half dozen and available all year round. The
odd one may turn up in a litter and may not turn up in four
or five litters. The reason it is a waiting game. However if
you are in a rush – don’t join our list.
We do not and never have bred pups by the dozen so we
cannot supply pups by the dozen either. We are not
interested in competing with puppy mills.

Fairly frequently I get a call or email and a genuine, caring
future puppy owner is enquiring if they are suited to such a
tiny pup and dog. I respect people like this who want to
know if they qualify, not that I have the right to say who
can or who cannot own a teacup, but I have the right to
ensure to the very best of my ability, that my own bred
teacup pups end up with knowledgeable, capable,
responsible owners and go on to live very long, healthy
and happy lives.
In most cases we are delighted with the people who own
our babies, the care they take, the effort they make. We
do get very rarely the odd one that is useless as an owner
and will not admit to it.
FINALLY WE SELL ALL OUR PUPS INCLUDING THE
TEACUP WITH HEALTH GUARANTEES – WE DO NO
STUD WORK, DO NOT SELL TO BREEDERS, WE DO
NOT SELL TO PEOPLE WHO WANT ONE LITTER
EITHER. TEACUP SIZES ARE NOT SUITED FOR
BREEDING AND THAT INCLUDES THE MALES AS
WELL. THEY ARE JUST WAY TOO SMALL…

